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My Mother, My Son illustrates the energy of love and a cruel twist of fate. A boy who originated
from a struggling family that had small means was able to fulfill his mother's lifelong fantasy to
reach your goals, a "big shot" with all the current position and trappings that entailed. This story
chronicles the life of the author's feisty and wildly devoted, single mom, her childhood in India,
the thoughts of a struggling young family and the many lifestyle lessons that she trained him on
the way. Despite the fact that his life's work dealt with the elderly and memory loss, he still has
to come to terms with the medical diagnosis and the painful realization that his mom would one
day ignore who he was and the dreams and recollections they had shared. As Dwayne Clark
became an effective executive in the senior living sector, his mother was diagnosed with
Alzheimer's disease and became a resident of 1 of his memory care communities. Little did they
understand that her fantasy would end with an illness that had become an integral part of his
livelihood.
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There are better books What I liked the most was the list by the end that offers guidance to
caretakers. Clark's reserve is a good book on it's own, and certainly a must read for anybody
whom offers or has already established the experience of someone you care about with
Alzheimer's. Besides that, truth be told, I didn't just like the writing style. It was as though three
or four 4 different people wrote the book. And I have a feeling easily had met his mom when she
was young, I wouldn't have enjoyed her very much. Kind of selfish and self serving. And the child
seemed weirdly and a little bit unnaturally linked to his Mom. Only a strange story, except for the
fact that she acquired Alzheimer's. That's sad, period.! Wish which were the case for everybody
stricken with Alzheimer's. Learning to cope with own emotions even though accepting Loved a
single’s analysis of Alzheimer’s I have tried writing an intelligent nonemotional review regarding
The Reserve My Mother, My Boy several times. However, not having the gift of expression as a
writer, endure my review make sure you? Live today for today and give your whole heart and
soul to those around you. The book brought to surface so many emotions I under no
circumstances knew I even got, (and I am the strong kid) each time as I wrote the words I went
back to my emotions as I read which were LOVE, LAUGHTER,
KINDNESS,HYSTERICAL,SADNESS,TEARS,IRRATIONAL, EMBARRASSMENT, for a few and then back
again to LOVE again. It produced me realize how little I was doing on her behalf in my own day-
to- day existence. Though I did not really live the life of the writer, I am living a parallel life on
what's? what if? is it? I have given out the book to many people in hopes that it inspires them to
do more for their loved ones all the time. This touching story of a mother and son, the . It cannot
get any worse? and we are just in the first 12 months! I want everyone to read this book who
might be going through this process of someone you care about and this horrible disease, as you
will reread it many times as your household hits every stage as Dwayne and his family did
through this Family members Disease. It is my TEXT Reserve I have to say on what is okay to Feel
and say during this procedure as every little bit of literature, every personal help group and
everything I researched on line after the diagnosis, hasn't helped me just as much as living the
actual process with My Mother. My Son. Please Read the Book and get your education on what
what you are feeling is certainly what is okay as the feeling is merely something you cannot
avoid. It is so hard to switch roles and be the STRONG one and they become the dependent one.
It has been the hardest for me personally, my Father, was the main one, who trained me, laid the
bottom rules, grounded me, offered for me and motivated me. The fact that it originated from
the head of a successful business that specializes in assisted treatment is refreshing. A powerful
and inspiring book! A terrible disease. I continue to reread my copy and have sent copies to all of
my siblings and to several others as I believe it is an extremely informative reserve if you need to
understand how to deal with the disease itself. Excellent Education and I continue steadily to
reread. Thank you Dwayne J. Clark for writing. Clark has gone to dedicate his existence to helping
sufferers and family members with these problems through his creation of Aegis Living
Communities can be a gift! This is a great read for anyone. Fortunately, the mother had a wealthy
child who could provide her the best care.! Or what is next?.. This touching story of a mother and
son, the life they lived and the life they gave up as she battled dementia, is a must read for
anyone coping with memory impaired parents. That Mr. Your Mother is pleased with HER SON!
Gives Much to Relate to. We neglect what lives on in every the people around them. you are an
amazing guy and I admire you significantly. Dwayne J. Having cared for my father and my more
youthful sister, the recommendations were great. I am not likely to become the Parent. I was
captivated from the beginning. This book is quite inspirational, it made me laugh, cry and think
about my very own mother and our relationship. Dwayne's tales of his Mom's life, his personal,



and the triumphs and tribulations of their journeys think of my very own experiences with users
of my family and I'm sure they possess resonance for many, numerous others out there. The
biggest lesson, or permanent believed that sums up for me what is often forgotten when it
comes to victims of Alzheimer's comes from his quote, "All too often when people get sick in this
nation we make reference to them as their disease: The cancer patient or the diabetic. As I
browse this book so a lot of it seemed just what we proceeded to go thru our mother didn't have
got Alzheimer’s but so a lot of her decline mirrored the authors experience A great reserve. We
forget their life, their contributions.. Which is under no circumstances truer than when facing the
reality of memory loss, whenever a person gradually recedes from the identification they've
manifested for so long". Absolutely i'm all over this. If you're caring for a loved one with
Alzheimer's or have a family member experiencing it, make sure you pick-up or download a
copy. There is great comfort and value in sharing tales and having stories distributed to you
when it comes to dealing with tough happenings in life-and that is an especially good story that's
shared here. This Publication allows you to question your role, and your emotions as you will
have progressed into this person NOT by choice but out of disease. It is greatly appreciated as it
is often the case that one feels extremely isolated and unique within their encounters with this
cruel disease. This book has become a Text Publication for me personally as I am right now
dealing with Alzheimer's with my own Dad. Although the book has received numerous 5 Star
ratings, I thought I'd scan it before offering it to her. Reading Dwayne's raw method of telling the
therefore intimate stories about his existence and that of his family's was really humbling if you
ask me. or WTF? each day, regardless of whether or not they have problems with a horrible
disease such as Alzheimer's. I believe everyone who offers anyone near them encountering this
horrific disease needs to read this book. My Mother, My Son I really enjoyed this book Not long
ago i lost my mom also we had to place her in assisted 24 hr care.. Thank you Dwayne! We forget
the richness of experience and personality that underlies see your face. I can't wait for the movie
A touching and inspiring publication.! I recommend this book. Five Stars great Five Stars Good
book BUY THIS BOOK! I originally purchased My Mom, My Son for the wife of one of my dearest
friends who has been identified as having Alzheimer's. My Mom does not suffer from Alzheimer's
Disease, and I am thankful for it. Leaders in any field rarely display the bravery to place their real
lives and their toughest experiences out there for all to discover. The author's like and respect
for his mother produces compelling reading especially in light of her disease and his profession!
My only disappointment is definitely that I never really had the chance to meet this remarkable
female. I strongly suggest this book even if you've by no means been touched by the condition.
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